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Background

1

The Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan (WSIP) was announced by the NSW Government in April 2014
to support the proposed Western Sydney Airport at Badgerys Creek, Broader Western Sydney
Employment Area, and South West Growth Centre. The current WSIP projects will be assessed under
Part 5.1 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979 – as State Significant Infrastructure
(SSI), assessed by an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) prepared in accordance with Secretary
Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs) issued by the Department of Planning and
Environment.
Biodiversity impacts relating to current WSIP projects will require offsetting based on the Framework for
Biodiversity Assessment 2014. These projects may also require referral and assessment under the
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). While the
precise extent of impacts will be determined during the concept design / EIS phase and depend on
measures to avoid, minimise and mitigate impacts consistent with government policy and procedures,
the project proponent Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) wants to commence planning
to secure offset requirements, in particular offsets for Cumberland Plain Woodland, which are likely to
be required.
Eco Logical Australia (ELA) was contracted by Roads and Maritime to assess the likely offset
requirements and offset availability for two current WSIP projects, being the:



Northern Road Upgrade Stages 3 and 4
M12 Motorway between the M7 and The Northern Road

The Northern Road Stage 3 upgrade is 10 kilometres in length and will occur between Jamison Road,
Penrith and Littlefields Road, Luddenham (Figure 1). The Northern Road Stage 4 upgrade is
approximately 11 kilometres and will occur between Littlefields Road, Luddenham and Mersey Road,
Bringelly (Figure 1, Roads and Maritime 2015).
The M12 construction is approximately 14 kilometres in length, from the M7 in the east to the west of
The Northern Road (Figure 2). ELA is working on a separate strategic constraints assessment project
for the M12 Motorway project, and the short list of route options was used to inform this offset
requirement assessment.
This is the Stage 1 Report which determines the potential offset requirements in terms of biodiversity
credits (ecosystem and species credits) using available desktop information. Because the exact route
and impact footprint of the current WSIP projects has not yet been finalised, as a precautionary
measure the worst case scenario was used to estimate the area of native vegetation and potential
threatened species habitat to be cleared, and the offset required in terms of biodiversity credits.
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Figure 1: Northern Road Upgrade Stage 3 and 4
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Figure 2: M12 Motorway
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2

Methods

2.1

As s e s sm ent of ‘w or s t c a se ’ a re a of v eg et ati on cl e a rin g

To determine the ‘worst case’ area of vegetation clearance for each WSIP project, ELA used the
corridor layer shapefile data (the study area footprint) provided by the Roads and Maritime for Northern
Road Upgrade Stages 3 & 4, and the shapefile data for the M12 strategic constraints assessment. The
study area provided for Stage 4 comprised of four (A – D) short listed route options which will involve
realignment of the existing road corridor around the proposed Western Sydney airport site to facilitate
the construction and ongoing operation of the airport. The footprint corridor width for each route option
was generally 200m. The shapefile data provided for Stage 3 consisted of linework only along the
existing alignment with new intersections, bridges and widening of existing intersections. A 200m
corridor buffer was applied to each line to provide a footprint corridor for the proposed Stage 3 upgrade.
The corridor layer for the M12 comprised of short listed route options for four separate sections
(consisting of 9 options) with a footprint corridor width of generally 300m for each route option.
The corridor layer for each project was intersected with publically available vegetation mapping
information from the NPWS Vegetation of the Cumberland Plain Mapping (2002) to determine which
footprint option would result in the worst case clearing area (i.e. which corridor footprint would impact
the greatest area of vegetation). While the 2010 NSW SLATS LANDSAT Woody change layer was
explored to potentially remove recently cleared areas from the 2002 NPWS vegetation mapping, it was
determined to be too coarse (25m grid cell) for incorporation into the analysis. It is acknowledged that
the vegetation mapping used is approximately 13 years old. Therefore vegetation may have been
cleared, or have regenerated over the intervening period. Digitising vegetation cover using recent aerial
imagery was not within the scope of this project. However, potentially including areas of vegetation that
have been cleared since 2002 is consistent with the intent of this study to identify a ‘worst case’
scenario.
2.1.1 Calculate the ‘worst case’ clearing area of threatened ecological communities.
The area of vegetation impacted by the ‘worst case’ clearing was delineated into separate vegetation
types and the area of each threatened ecological community (TEC) determined (vegetation listed as
critically endangered, endangered and vulnerable).
The FBA term used for vegetation types/communities is plant community type (PCT). A PCT may be
distributed across one or more catchment management areas where the occurrence of a PCT within a
specific catchment area is represented by a biometric vegetation type (BVT). Each BVT may have
different assigned catchment specific attributes such as benchmark data, percent cleared in the
catchment area value and associations with threatened species, populations and communities. As this
assessment is entirely based within the Hawkesbury Nepean catchment management area, the relevant
Hawkesbury Nepean biometric vegetation types (HN) were used.
2.1.2 Stratify the impacted PCTs into vegetation zones
The FBA definition of a vegetation zone is: “a relatively homogenous area of native vegetation on a
development site that is the same PCT and broad condition state”. The PCTs impacted by the worst
case clearing scenario were stratified into vegetation zones based on vegetation condition. The FBA
methodology defines two broad vegetation condition states, low condition and moderate to good
condition.
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The canopy condition codes (A, B, C, and Tx) described in the NPWS Vegetation of the Cumberland
Plain Mapping (2002) (see Table 2) were used to assist in stratifying the vegetation zones. Vegetation
areas with a canopy condition code of Tx were designated and mapped as low condition zones. All
remaining vegetation was assumed to be in the moderate to good broad condition state. The vegetation
with the canopy condition code B was further stratified into a “poor” vegetation zone, which is a subset
of the broad moderate to good condition. The vegetation with a canopy condition code of A represents a
PCT with a dominant eucalypt overstorey while a canopy condition code of C represents PCTs with a
non-dominant eucalypt overstorey – generally vegetation that lines larger waterways with a dominant
casuarina or melaleuca canopy. These were assumed to be in similar condition compared against
undisturbed or “benchmark” vegetation.
2.1.3 Estimate the ecosystem credits/ha required to offset impacts to the PCTs
The estimate of the number of ecosystem credits required per hectare was based on ELA’s experience
in calculating ecosystem credits using biobanking plot and transect data collected from similar
vegetation types and condition states from many sites in the western Sydney region. This approach
avoids the duplication of field work during the impact assessment phase.
Accordingly, for each WSIP project (Northern Road Upgrade Stages 3 & 4 and M12 Motorway) the
number of ecosystem credits required to offset the clearance of vegetation in the worst case clearing
scenario were estimated for each PCT with vegetation zones in three different condition states:
moderate/good, moderate/good poor, and low. In ELA’s experience, the number of ecosystem credits
required to offset western Sydney vegetation in moderate to good condition is broadly 50 credits per
hectare, 40 credits per hectare for vegetation in poorer condition (within the broad ‘moderate/good’
grouping), and 30 credits per hectare for vegetation in low condition.
To further validate this estimate in the context of the WSIP projects, data collected from six past project
sites, many within close proximity to The Northern Road and M12 projects was entered into the FBA
credit calculator for a linear based assessment to determine a current site value score and the number
of ecosystem credits required for each vegetation zone. In total data collected from 55 plots and
transects for each of the PCTs impacted by the footprint corridors was used to estimate the of
ecosystem credits required for varying vegetation condition states.
In order to proceed with a calculation of ecosystem credits, values for percent native vegetation cover,
connectivity, patch size and area to perimeter landscape attributes must be entered into the credit
calculator. It was outside the scope of this assessment to undertake a full landscape value assessment,
so in accordance with a worst case scenario, an indicative landscape value of 27.4 out of 50 was
determined by entering relatively high scoring landscape values into the credit calculator assessment.
The landscape attribute scores used to determine the total landscape value are provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Landscape values scores used in the assessment to estimate ecosystem credits
Landscape attribute
Percent native vegetation cover in the
development footprint buffer cover

Score
0.9

Connectivity

10

Area/perimeter ratio

4

Patch size

12.5

Total landscape value score

27.4
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It is noted that the FBA methodology uses an EEC/CEEC offset multiplier of 3 in the equation to
calculate the ecosystem credits required to offset critically endangered and endangered vegetation
communities, accordingly this multiplier was applied in all vegetation zones except for those comprising
of a vulnerable vegetation community.
2.1.4 Impacts on current biobank sites within route options
It is noted that some current biobank sites within the Western Sydney Parklands occur within the M12
‘worst case’ footprint. Impacts within these sites would be expected to both require an offset for the
current ecological value of the lands, plus an offset to account for the original impact. In short, these
sites would be expected to require approximately double the offset that would normally be needed. This
was applied only to the ecosystem credits, as it would have made the calculation of species credits
excessively complex, and the areas are relatively small compared to the total amount of estimated
habitat.
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Table 2: Vegetation zones based on canopy codes (NPWS 2000)
Canopy Code
(NPWS 2000)

Description

Vegetation zone

Estimated ecosystem
credits required per
hectare of impact

Moderate/good

50

Moderate/good

50

Moderate/good_Poor

40

Relatively intact native tree canopy. Dominant
A

canopy species and understorey
characteristics identified.
Areas of native vegetation that do not have a
Eucalypt canopy cover. Understorey appears

C

dominated by native vegetation, and codes
were applied to identify patches of Melaleuca,
Casuarina and other non-eucalypt canopy
species.
Larger areas of remnant vegetation with a low
or discontinuous canopy. Often found on the
disturbed edges of larger remnants. Assessed

B

to identify the dominant canopy species only,
and understorey characteristics not assessed.
However, native shrub and grass layer often
present, indicating understorey integrity.
Areas of native trees with very discontinuous
canopy cover. Boundaries difficult to define
from aerial photographic interpretation due to

Tx Txr Txu

low canopy density and scattered trees.
Surrounding land use predominantly
agricultural. Most have dominant canopy
species assessed. May occur in urban, rural

Low (noting that the
vegetation

may or

30

may not meet the

(assumed current site

formal definition of

value >17)

low condition)

or a combination of these locations

2.1.5 Identify species and ecosystem credit species
A list of threatened species for consideration was obtained for each WSIP project from the credit
calculator and a review of the threatened species profile database accessed via OEH BioNet database.
A table was prepared identifying which of these species were species credit species (all threatened flora
and some threatened fauna), or ecosystem credit species (approximately half of all threatened fauna
species), whether they can withstand further loss, and the TG score (otherwise known as the offset
multiplier) for each species. Any predicted threatened species which ELA considered as unlikely to
occur based on habitat features were removed from the list and information justifying their omission was
provided in Appendix A.
2.1.6 Prepare a species habitat polygon for species credit species
Fourteen species habitat polygons were mapped for the species credit species based on the PCT and
vegetation condition, and/or any other habitat features considered applicable to specific species.
Species habitat polygons were not created for ecosystem credit species.
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2.1.7 Estimate the species credit species offset requirements
For each WSIP project (Northern Road Upgrade Stages 3 & 4 and M12 Motorway) the ‘worst case’
estimate of species credits required to offset clearance of habitat were calculated for each fauna
species based on the area of the species polygon and the associated threatened species offset
multiplier for that species.
For flora species, the calculation of the number of credits requires the number of individuals impacted
(individual is defined as “a single, mature organism”). To derive this, the area of potential habitat for
each threatened flora species was identified based on association with vegetation types to determine
the area of the species polygons. A very broad indicative estimate of threatened plant density was
multiplied by the area of the species polygon and using the associated threatened species offset
multiplier, an estimate of potential flora species credits required was determined. The indicative
estimate (identified the flora section of the results Table 4) used to determine plant density was based
on a broad understanding of the ecology of each plant species and professional judgement.
2.2

Lim it a t io ns

The NPWS 2002 vegetation mapping layer used in this analysis provides a broad indication of the
vegetation community type and condition impacted. However, due to the scale and age of the mapping,
this may vary to what is actually present. More accurate assessment of the ecosystem and fauna
species credits will be required through the development of the detailed design for the projects.
It is noted that the estimate number of ecosystem credits required per hectare is indicative in nature,
and will be subject to change once the field data is available. However, given that the impact footprints
being utilised are based on options scoping, this was considered to be an appropriate level of accuracy
at this stage to determine the approximate ecosystem credit requirements for the projects.
Vegetation with a current site value score of less than 17 is not offset with the retirement of ecosystem
credits in accordance with the FBA methodology. Areas of grassland – either exotic or derived native
grassland were assumed to be highly degraded vegetation, i.e. with a current site value of less than 17
out of 100, and as such were excluded from the assessment.
While the ‘worst case’ footprint identifies the overall greatest number of credits that may be required for
offset, depending on the preferred routes that will be chosen, additional BVTs (such as HN562 and
HN513 from the M12 route options B1 and B2) may be impacted. Upon identification of the preferred
routes, an assessment of the potential offset requirements can be carried out to provide a more relevant
summary of the credits required.
The species polygons were estimated based on the vegetation data layer used, and species known
associations with vegetation types. The fauna and flora species may not in fact be present, or the area
or location of the species polygons may change after ground truthing.
The credits required for flora species are based on very broad indicative estimates of threatened plant
density and may vary quite dramatically to what is present. The species may not be present across
large parts of the mapped potential habitat, but some species may potentially occur in high numbers if
present. Targeted field survey of threatened flora species will be required at some stage for these
projects to confirm the size of the populations (or if absent). However, this is resource intensive, and
was therefore not conducted at this stage.
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The footprints utilised were all general and indicative in nature, and utilised ‘worst case’ scenarios. Thus
the estimates of vegetation and threatened species credits required should all be considered to be
highly indicative in nature.
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3

Results

3.1

Det e rm ini ng ‘w or st c as e ’ sc en a rio s to be util i sed

For The Northern Road Stage 3 Upgrade there is only one footprint, and thus there was no need to
choose a ‘worst case’ scenario.
For both The Northern Road Stage 4 Upgrade, and M12 Motorway, determining which of the short listed
route options has the highest area of vegetation clearance does not necessarily identify the ‘worst case’
scenario. This is because impacts on low condition vegetation require a lower number of ecosystem
credits per hectare compared to impacts on moderate to good condition vegetation.
Accordingly, the calculation of ecosystem credits for each vegetation zone was undertaken for each
route option to identify which combination of routes resulted in the greatest number of ecosystem
credits required. These routes were then used as the ‘worst case’ footprint to estimate the number of
species credits required for offset. It is important to note that the assessment calculations assume that
all vegetation within the 200m footprint corridor of the Northern Road and 300m footprint corridor of the
M12 route options will be cleared in a worst case scenario, when in reality the actual area of vegetation
cleared may be significantly less.
The M12 route options A1 and A2 also crossed over existing BioBank sites, which were treated as
requiring double the credits required (see section 2.1.4). As such, the ecosystem credits that are
presented in the following sections reflect the penalty already being applied.
3.2

BVT s , t hr e at ene d e co log ic al com mun iti e s and e st im ate d e cos y ste m c re dit s
re qui r ed f o r o f f s et

In total, eight BVTs were identified across all route options. The BVTs were stratified into 17 different
vegetation zones across the route options to identify the greatest number of ecosystem credits for offset
required.
Plot and transect data from a range of past ELA project sites footprints was available and entered for
eleven of vegetation zones to estimate the number of ecosystem credits required. Importantly, a
substantial number of plot and transect data was used to estimate the ecosystem credits required for
the largest vegetation zones areas, being the two Cumberland Plain Woodland BVTs HN528 and
HN529.
The ‘worst case’ footprint requiring the greatest number of ecosystem credits for offset was identified to
consist of the following route options:
-

The Northern Road Stage 3 Upgrade (one route option only)
The Northern Road Stage 4 Upgrade “Central” Route
M12 Motorway Construction Routes A2, B3, C1 and D1

A total area of 245.14 ha of native vegetation comprising of six BVTs was estimated be impacted by the
WSIP projects (Table 3 and Figure 4). The Northern Road Upgrade Stages 3 & 4 was estimated to
impact a total area of 69.62 ha and 47.69 ha respectively comprising of three BVTs (Cumberland Plain
Woodland and River-flat Eucalypt Forest), and the M12 Motorway construction was estimated to impact
a total area of 127.83 ha comprising six BVTs. Ecosystem credits from a total area of 1.49 ha of the
M12 Motorway was been counted twice due to the penalty applied when impacts are made to existing
BioBank sites.
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All six PCTs conform to five ecological communities which are threatened under the NSW Threatened
Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act). One vegetation community, Cumberland Plain Woodland, is
listed as critically endangered; three vegetation communities are listed as Endangered; and the
remaining vegetation community, Castlereagh Scribbly Gum Woodland is listed as Vulnerable.
Under the FBA methodology, an EEC/CEEC offset multiplier of 3 (the maximum) is used in the equation
to calculate ecosystem credits for critically endangered and endangered ecological communities. This is
not applied to ecological communities classifies as vulnerable, and accordingly the multiplier applied for
Castlereagh Scribbly Gum Woodland was based on the multiplier for the predicted threatened fauna
species.
Cumberland Plain Woodland is impacted to a greater extent than the other threatened vegetation
communities for all WSIP projects; Table 3 shows that Cumberland Plain Woodland comprises 89.5%
and 56% of the ‘worst case’ impacted vegetation for the combined Northern Road upgrade stages 3 &
4, and the M12 Motorway, respectively.
Three of the PCTs may conform to ecological communities which are threatened under the
Commonwealth Environment Protection Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). Under the
Commonwealth Government Bilateral Agreement, impacts to matters of National Environmental
Significance being EPBC Act listed threatened species and threatened ecological communities may be
offset using the FBA providing like for like offsets are applied. However, it is noted that the EPBC Act
definition includes better quality areas of threatened vegetation only and requires information relating to
the condition of the understorey and hollow-bearing trees in order to determine if patches are captured
under the EPBC Act. This is difficult using only remotely sensed vegetation mapping and is likely to
result in inaccuracies. Therefore this assessment does not specifically identify areas of vegetation listed
under the EPBC Act which will require offset, though there will be overlap with vegetation listed under
NSW legislation.
The overall ecosystem credits required from the impact to 245.15 ha of vegetation totals 8,723 credits.
80% of the total credit requirement comes from the clearance of 176.53 ha of 2 BVTs, both of which
form the Cumberland Plain Woodland CEEC (Table 3). The single greatest number of credits required
(3,176), occurs from impacts to HN529 ‘Grey Box - Forest Red Gum grassy woodland on shale of the
southern Cumberland Plain’. The next highest credit requirement of 3,017 credits comes from HN528
‘Grey Box - Forest Red Gum grassy woodland on flats of the Cumberland Plain’. The remaining credits
required occur from impacts to HN526 ‘Forest Red Gum - Rough-barked Apple grassy woodland on
alluvial flats of the Cumberland Plain’ (1,395 credits), HN542 ‘Hard-leaved Scribbly Gum - Parramatta
Red Gum heathy woodland of the Cumberland Plain’ (571 credits), HN512 ‘Broad-leaved Ironbark Grey Box - Melaleuca decora grassy open forest on clay/gravel soils of the Cumberland Plain’ (459
credits), and HN524 ‘Forest Red Gum - Grey Box shrubby woodland on shale of the southern
Cumberland Plain’ (105 credits).
In accordance with the FBA, the biometric vegetation types that can be used to offset these impacts are
those that are matching (e.g. HN529 for HN529), or classified to be within the same vegetation class
and cleared by the same or greater extent in the major catchment area (or a percent cleared up to 10%
lower than the PCT if it is ≤70% cleared). A list of the possible BVTs that can be used for offset are
presented in the last column of Table 3. The impacts that occur to HN529 and HN528 can only be
offset with each other or HN526. It is noted that ecological communities that are consistent with the
EPBC Act definition of a threatened ecological community can only be offset with the same ecological
community.
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3.3

Sp e ci es cr ed it s re qui re d f or off s et

Five fauna and nine flora species credit species were identified to have the potential to occur within the
route options of The Northern Road Stage 3 & 4 Upgrade and M12 Motorway construction.
In summary, it has been estimated that a total of 18,716 fauna species credits, and 539,573 flora
species credits may be required (Table 4).
Approximately 80% of the total potential fauna species credits required comes from impacts to 2
species alone: 46% of the credits required from the Green and Golden Bell Frog (8,550 credits) and
33% from the Regent Honeyeater (6,171 credits). It should be noted that for the Green and Golden Bell
Frog, that the species polygons (and thus credits) are likely a substantial overestimate, as a 50m buffer
was applied to all farm dams and waterways. It is likely that the species is not actually present in many,
if not most of these sites, but it is not possible to know without survey data. The remaining 21% of
credits required come from impacts to Black Bittern (1,956 credits), Cumberland Plain Land Snail (1,042
credits), and Large-eared Pied Bat (1,042 credits).
Approximately 96% of the total estimated flora species credits required comes from three species:
Dillwynia tenuifolia (217,890), Grevillea juniperina subsp. juniperina (209,170), and Marsdenia viridiflora
subsp. viridiflora endangered population (90,448). The remaining flora species are estimated to require
far fewer credits.
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Table 3: PCTs, threatened ecological communities and estimated ecosystem credits required for offset

Biometric vegetation type

Forest Red Gum - Rough-barked
Apple grassy woodland on alluvial
flats of the Cumberland Plain,
Sydney Basin Bioregion

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

#

#

PCT

835

883

Parramatta Red Gum woodland on
moist alluvium of the Cumberland
Plain, Sydney Basin Bioregion

1067

Forest Red Gum - Grey Box
shrubby woodland on shale of the
southern Cumberland Plain, Sydney
Basin Bioregion
Grey Box - Forest Red Gum grassy
woodland on shale of the southern
Cumberland Plain, Sydney Basin
Bioregion
Grey Box - Forest Red Gum grassy
woodland on flats of the
Cumberland Plain, Sydney Basin
Bioregion
Broad-leaved Ironbark - Grey Box Melaleuca decora grassy open
forest on clay/gravel soils of the
Cumberland Plain, Sydney Basin
Bioregion

HN526

EPBC Act and status*

TSC Act and status

River-Flat Eucalypt Forest on Coastal
Floodplains of the New South Wales
North Coast, Sydney Basin and South
East Corner Bioregion

NA

Endangered

Hard-leaved Scribbly Gum Parramatta Red Gum heathy
woodland of the Cumberland Plain,
Sydney Basin Bioregion

Broad-leaved Ironbark - Melaleuca
decora shrubby open forest on clay
soils of the Cumberland Plain,
Sydney Basin Bioregion

BVT

HN542

Castlereagh Scribbly Gum Woodland
in the Sydney Basin Bioregion
Vulnerable

Castlereagh Scribbly Gum
and Agnes Banks
Woodlands of the Sydney
Basin Bioregion

Zone
condition

Northern
Rd Stage 3
Area
Impacted
(ha)

Northern
Rd Stage 4
Area
Impacted
(ha)

M12
Area
Impacted
(ha)

Estimate
of current
site value
using
data from
other
sites (out
of 100)

M/G

1.1

4.27

12.9

48.09

914

50

M/G_Poor

0.35

1.29

43.23

66

40

Low

3.78

1.55

8.5

41.15

415

30

19.02

26.56

571

30

HN555, HN635

Present in other options, but not impacted by ‘worst case’
route option. Offsets might be required by other options.

50

HN512, HN513,
HN556, HN604

Nil – i.e. can only
be offset in the
same BVT HN513

Low

Total
Ecosystem
credits

Ecosystem
credits
required/ha

Additional Biometric
vegetation type(s)
in the same class
cleared by the
same or greater
extent in the major
catchment area

HN528

Endangered

725

HN562

HN513

Castlereagh Swamp Woodland
Endangered

Cooks River/Castlereagh Ironbark
Forest in the Sydney Basin Bioregion
Endangered

830

HN524

Moist Shale Woodland in the Sydney
Basin Bioregion
Endangered

850

NA

M/G

Cooks River/Castlereagh
Ironbark Forest of the
Sydney Basin Bioregion

M/G

Present in other options, but not impacted by ‘worst case’
route option. Offsets might be required by other options.

50

Critically Endangered

Low

Present in other options, but not impacted by ‘worst case’
route option. Offsets might be required by other options.

30

Western Sydney Dry
Rainforest and Moist
Woodland on Shale

M/G

Cumberland Plain Woodland in the
Sydney Basin Bioregion
849

HN528

Cumberland Plain Shale
Woodlands and Shale-Gravel
Transition Forest
Critically Endangered

724

HN512

Shale Gravel Transition Forest in the
Sydney Basin Bioregion
Endangered

Low

63.19

0.43^

90

50

15

30

HN526, HN528,
HN529

Critically Endangered

HN529

Critically Endangered

1.8

M/G

1.52

7.48

12.21

56.94

1061

50

M/G_Poor

0.67

4.54

1.29

38.19

260

40

Low

13.64

9.93

36.84^

34.9

1855

30

M/G

2.81

0.38

5.11

56.42

415

50

M/G_Poor

6.59

10.59

2.75

31.25

797

40

Low

39.16

7.66

13.36

40.1

1805

30

125

50

M/G

2.49

Low
69.62

47.69

11.13

334

127.83

8,723

30

HN526, HN528

HN526

HN513, HN556,
HN604

*Note the vegetation in this assessment may not conform to the EPBC ecological community definition
^Double BioBank site impact credit penalty applied (HN524 - 0.07 ha and HN529 - 1.42 ha)
#

BVT not impacted in ‘worst case’ footprint but impacted in M12 route options B1 and B2
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Figure 3: Plant Community Types and EECs
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Figure 4: Vegetation Zones Used to Calculate Ecosystem Credits
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Table 4: Estimated species credits required for offset
Fauna

Estimated species credits required
Attributes

Scientific name

Common name

used

determine

to

species

polygon extent
Ixobrychus flavicollis

Meridolum corneovirens

Litoria aurea

Black Bittern

20 m buffer from farm
dams and waterways

Cumberland Plain Land

BVT, not in low condition

Snail

vegetation

Green and Golden Bell
Frog

TS offset

Northern Rd

Northern

polygon (ha)

multiplier

Stage 3

Rd Stage 4

30.54

1.3

413

465

1078

1,956

80.14

1.3

170

371

501

1,042

328.84

2.67

1,927

2,172

4,451

8,550

80.14

1.3

170

371

501

1,042

80.14

7.7

1,005

2,198

2,968

6,171

3,685

5,577

9,499

18,761

M12

Grand
Total

50 m buffer from farm
dams

and

waterways

(indicative only)

Chalinolobus dwyeri

Large-eared Pied Bat

Anthochaera phrygia

Regent Honey-eater

(Foraging) BVT not low
condition vegetation.
BVT not low condition
vegetation.

Grand total of fauna credits
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Flora

Estimated species credits required

Scientific
name

Common
name

Attributes
used for
species
polygon

Estimated
plant
density (No.
per ha)

Species
polygon (ha)

Estimated
No.
Individuals

TS offset
multiplier

Northern Rd
Stage 3

Northern Rd
Stage 4

M12

Grand Total

Acacia
pubescens

Downy
Wattle

BVT

1

209.17

209

1.9

1,224

771

1,980

3,975

Dillwynia
tenuifolia

-

BVT

100

121.05

12,105

1.8

87,426

33,516

96,948

217,890

Grevillea
juniperina
subsp.
juniperina

Juniper
leaved
grevillea

BVT

50

209.17

10,458

2

64,400

40,570

104,200

209,170

Marsdenia
viridiflora
subsp.
viridiflora

Endangered
Population

BVT

10

226.12

2,261

4

27,852

19,072

43,524

90,448

Pilularia
novaehollandiae

Austral
Pillwort

BVT
over
farm
dams
and
waterways

10

33.74

337

1.3

680

924

2,782

4,386

Pultenaea
parviflora

-

BVT

10

32.64

326

1.5

0

0

4,896

4,896

Persoonia
nutans

Nodding
Geebung

BVT

1

32.64

326

7.7

0

0

2,513

2,513

Pimelea
spicata

Spiked
Rice-flower

BVT

0.5

178.73

89

2.6

837

527

959

2,324

Persicaria
elatior

Tall
Knotweed

BVT
over
farm
dams
and
waterways

10

33.74

337

1.3

455

913

2,603

3,971

182,874

96,293

260,405

539,573

Grand total of flora credits
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Figure 5: Black Bittern Species Polygons
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Figure 6: Cumberland Plain Land Snail Species Polygons
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Figure 7: Green and Golden Bell Frog Species Polygons
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Figure 8: Large-eared Pied Bat Species Polygons
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Figure 9: Regent Honeyeater Species Polygons
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Figure 10: Pilularia novae-hollandiae Species Polygons
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Figure 11: Dillwynia tenuifolia Species Polygons
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Figure 12: Acacia pubescens Species Polygons
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Figure 13: Grevillea juniperina subsp. juniperina Species Polygons
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Figure 14: Marsdenia viridiflora subsp. viridiflora in the Bankstown, Blacktown, Camden, Campbelltown,
Fairfield, Holroyd, Liverpool and Penrith LGAs Species Polygons
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Figure 15: Persoonia nutans and Pultenaea parviflora Species Polygons
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Figure 16: Pimelea spicata Species Polygons
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Figure 17: Persicaria elatior Species Polygons
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Appendix A : Species credit species removed
from assessment
Table 5: Reasons for removal of species credit species from assessment
Fauna
Scientific name

Common name

Pandion cristatus

Eastern Osprey

Cercartetus nanus

Eastern Pygmy-possum

Gang-gang
Endangered

Reason for ‘unlikely to have habitat’
decision
Assessment area outside habitat
type: coastal areas
Habitat too degraded in assessment
area

Cockatoo
Population,

Hornsby and Ku-ring-gai Local

-

Assessment area outside listed area
for this Endangered Population

Government Areas
Phascolarctos cinereus

Koala

Petaurus norfolcensis

Squirrel Glider

Habitat too degraded in assessment
area
Habitat within assessment area too
degraded

Flora
Scientific name

Common name

Allocasuarina glareicola

Allocasuarina glareicola

Reason for ‘unlikely to have habitat’
decision
Castlereagh

Scribbly

Gum

Woodland in low condition – habitat
too degraded
Assessment

area

outside

distribution: small area south-west
Persoonia bargoensis

Bargo Geebung

of Sydney on the western edge of
the Woronora Plateau and the
northern edge of the Southern
Highlands
Assessment

area

outside

distribution: Colo River, the Nepean
Pomaderris brunnea

Brown Pomaderris

River floodplain at Menangle, in
creeklines at Wirrumbirra Sanctuary
at Bargo and on the Hawkesbury
River.
Assessment area outside closest

Eucalyptus benthamii

Camden White Gum

population of this species along the
Nepean River around Camden and
Cobbity, Wallacia, and Bents Basin
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Fauna
Scientific name

Common name

Dillwynia
endangered

tenuifolia
population,

-

Kemps Creek

Reason for ‘unlikely to have habitat’
decision
Population is outside assessment
area
Only recorded at three sites, to the

Gyrostemon thesioides

Gyrostemon thesioides

west of Sydney, near the Colo,
Georges and Nepean Rivers

Hibbertia sp. Bankstown

Hibbertia sp. Bankstown

Known to occur in one population at
Bankstown Airport in
Footprint is outside the Cumberland
Plain occurrences of this species

Pultenaea pedunculata

Matted Bush-pea

(Villawood and Prestons, and northwest of Appin between the Nepean
River and Devines Tunnel number
2)
Restricted to few populations and

Pterostylis saxicola

Sydney greenhood orchid

no habitat type: pockets of shallow
soil in depressions on sandstone
rock shelves above cliff lines

Cynanchum elegans

White-flowered wax plant
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